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Details of Visit:

Author: stormypeep
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 5 Nov 2017 20:00
Duration of Visit: 3 Hours
Amount Paid: 850
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Christine Love - British Bisexual Fetish GFE
Phone: 07525365365

The Premises:

The Lady:

Christine is simply stunning and has a body to die for! She was dressed in a very sexy figure-
hugging white dress which had my pulse racing. Christine is completely at ease and unfazed by
anything. Always smiling and happy, she clearly loves her work and takes me to new levels of
ecstasy every time we meet.

The Story:

Whenever I open the door to Christine I am never ever disappointed! Although I have seen her on a
number of occasions I still get butterflies when I lay eyes on her. A girl of such natural beauty, she
oozes sexiness. Her bright smouldering eyes and cheeky smile epitomize the warmth and charisma
that this gorgeous young lady possesses in spades. She is jaw-droppingly sexy and alluring.

Dressed immaculately in a tight white dress that perfectly enhanced her phenomenal figure, she
seemed to glide across the floor. We chatted for a while over a glass of wine, during which time I
was treated to a glimpse or two of her luscious long legs and a very welcome flash of her stocking
tops! Very, very nice!! It wasn't long before we were kissing passionately and undressing each
other. I was delighted to see that underneath she was wearing the beautiful lingerie I'd bought her
on her last visit. If I say so myself I deserve a medal for picking that little number!!

After some fantastic oral both ways, we tried a variety of different positions before the inevitable
outcome.

A period of recovery was definitely needed after that! So, more chat and more wine and then we
retired to the bedroom for 'round 2' but not before Christine had changed into my latest prezzie...a
silky black slip
with a sexy little thong to match. Another pat on the back for me haha!! She looked tantalizing and
almost had me cumming on the spot. Hopefully she'll put some nice pics on her twitter e of these
outfits cos with her inside them they were made for sharing.

We continued the fun with more deep french kissing, oral and penetration, during which time
Christine asked to have a session on my queening stool. I didn't need any time to think about that!!
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The sight and taste of that succulent pussy and ass and I was in heaven. One of real highlights is
making her cum, especially with my tongue. You can feel her orgasm right down to your toes.
Wonderful!! The inevitable wasn't far away with an explosion on her lovely boobs, and I'm sad to
say that was me knackered. So we chatted and drank some more to while away the last minutes
before, as always, I sadly bade Christine farewell.

Christine is without a doubt the girl you always wanted to meet. I must be a junkie cos I'm addicted
and I will be seeing her again very soon. All in all a brilliant time with real diamond. Thank you again
gorgeous, you're simply the best. I just hope you never get tired of seeing me!!!
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